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1.0 Introduction

1.1 The National Information Infrastructure
In "The National Information Infrastructure: Agenda for Action" (Washington,
DC: National Telecommunications and Information Administration, Sept. 1993),
President Clinton presented a vision of a National Information Infrastructure
(NII) for the 21st century and articulated the benefits it will provide to our
society. The NII will have a profound effect on the nation by making a vast
array of information, communications, and other services readily available to all
Americans at affordable prices. It will be a catalyst for new economic activity
and socially beneficial products and services: it will improve the quality of life.
The services enabled by the NII will provide new opportunities and may
dramatically change how Americans do business, learn, receive health care,
shop for and purchase products, and use their leisure time.
The NII will evolve as user demands for capability and services are determined
in a free competitive environment. The evolution of computing and information
technology suggests that the NII will support a great diversity of uses and
users. It will be extraordinarily flexible, with many levels of functionality and
capability and a huge variety of applications and services from which providers
and users may select according to their needs, capabilities, and resources.
Achieving this vision will require the collaborative efforts of government,
academia, and industry, including information technology manufacturers,
communications network service providers, and information service providers.
For these efforts to be effective, they must refer to a common framework. This
document represents a first step by a broad cross-section of U.S. industry to
lay a conceptual foundation for the NII.

1.2 NII Architectural Vision
Information technology planners refer to abstract technical descriptions of
systems as "architecture." A system's architecture, unlike a building's
architecture, is conceptually based and does not include the level of detail
needed for construction. Such an architecture would be more like a conceptual
map of a transportation system on which freeways and toll roads, highways
and byways, airports and seaports, rivers, multiple points of access, and
provider jurisdictions would be plotted. To create such a map, planners need
not know all routes, specific construction technologies, forms of vehicles, and
usage patterns. They can assume that these components will exist within
broad, reasonably well-defined, parameters of physical dimensions and
performance.
Similarly, planners of the NII do not need to know every possible use for its
routes and information-carrying vehicles; they do not need a precise definition
for "information highway" in order to think about the foundations and support
systems it will require. System architecture provides the basic framework for
the creation, movement, distribution, use, and management of information.
This document provides a vocabulary and context for discussing an
architecture for the NII. It identifies some necessary fundamental NII
components and services and examines ways to expand and evolve the
infrastructure. It identifies key interfaces and protocols where standards are
required. It is not, and indeed cannot be, a blueprint for implementing the NII.
Instead, this architectural framework allows communications, computer, and
information providers; application developers; and users to work separately
while implementing elements of a common vision.
To prepare this document, the XIWT Architecture Working Team reviewed
relevant documents from the Computer Systems Policy Project, the Council on
Competitiveness, various federal agency committees, and other involved
parties to identify overarching requirements. We examined the computer and
communications infrastructure that presently exists in the United States to
establish a starting point from which we must evolve to meet these
requirements. We examined the communications and information architectures
being developed by major telecommunications and computing companies to
identify emerging architectural principles.

1.3 Structure of This Document
The next section of this paper describes the requisite characteristics of a
national information infrastructure. Next, we present a set of guiding principles
and specific goals for NII development. An architectural framework satisfying
these goals is outlined in sections 4.0, 5.0, and 6.0; this framework consists of
a Functional Services Framework model and a Reference Architecture model.
The Functional Services model describes the NII's building blocks, or
components; particularly an "enabling services layer" that must exist to
facilitate the rapid development and deployment of applications and the
integration of all components. These enabling services include common
capabilities needed by most applications; specialized services for specific
application domains (such as health care, finance, or manufacturing); and
interapplication communications that allow developers to build continuously
upon existing applications.
The NII must provide openness and interoperability among its components to
enable users to interact effectively and let providers create services efficiently.
The Reference Architecture model addresses these needs by identifying key
NII interfaces, protocols, and components.
Much of the envisioned NII will be achieved through the evolution of today's
information infrastructure and information services. Two scenarios in section
7.0 describe hypothetical future applications. They point out underlying
capabilities that will be desirable in the NII, and are used to illustrate how the
framework can aid in thinking about the NII.
The NII will not be static, but instead will evolve to meet the changing needs of
its users and to accommodate new technologies and applications. This paper
concludes by suggesting steps for managing this evolution.

2.0 Characteristics of Infrastructure

According to Webster's Ninth New Collegiate Dictionary, infrastructure is "the
underlying foundation or basic framework of a system or organization."
Transportation, energy, water and sewer systems, and telephone systems are
examples of societal infrastructures, used in varying forms and degrees by
everyone. Useful, well-planned infrastructure generally has in varying degrees
the following characteristics:
"Shareability" Common resources offer economies of scale, minimize
duplicative efforts, and if appropriately organized encourage the introduction of
competing innovative solutions.
Ubiquity All potential users can readily take advantage of the infrastructure
and what it provides.
Integrity The infrastructure operates at such a high level of manageability and
reliability that it is often noticeable only when it ceases to function effectively.
Ease of use There are logical and consistent (preferably intuitive) rules and
procedures for the infrastructure's use.
Cost effectiveness The value provided must be consistent with cost or the
infrastructure simply will not be built or sustained.
Standards The basic elements of the infrastructure and the ways in which they
interrelate are clearly defined and stable over time.
Openness The public infrastructure is available to all people on a
nondiscriminatory basis.

2.1 Today's Information Infrastructure
The computing resources and communications networks in the United States
today make up a rich information infrastructure. Some parts of this
infrastructure, such as the voice telephone network, are well-integrated. Other
parts of the communications network, such as electronic mail systems, are less
well-integrated. Similarly, document processing, accounting, and database
software have limited capabilities for faithfully exchanging data. Thus, it is often
difficult to combine capabilities found within the present information
infrastructure so they interact efficiently and spontaneously within application
areas or create new applications.
The developmental state of a technology affects our understanding of its
importance. When a technology is in an early development stage, its potential
use as the basis for a new infrastructure may not be appreciated. Information
processing technologies have reached a stage of maturity and deployment that
makes thinking about their application in an NII important. In evolving to the
NII, today's information infrastructure must not only become more powerful
through the introduction of new technologies, but it must also become more
integrated. It must be made easier to use and more tolerant of faults
throughout its vast system of interacting devices and pathways. Fortunately,
the trajectory of technical improvement in information technology promises the
capability to achieve these ends.

2.2 The Internet
Today's Internet is often cited as a precursor of tomorrow's National
Information Infrastructure. It is a shared resource providing an estimated 25
million users worldwide with access to thousands of information and computing
resources such as libraries, data archives, bulletin boards, supercomputers,
information directories, and databases. It enables general-purpose computers
and information appliances (such as workstations, PCs, routers, and network
switching systems) to connect to one another. It presently has over 35,000
networks and more than 3 million host computers interconnected through
standard protocols throughout the nation and around the world. The Internet
architecture provides a framework into which new networks, different kinds of
computer systems, and innovative applications may readily be added.
The Internet offers many of the characteristics desired in an NII, such as
shareability and broad availability. It does not, however, yet provide other
desired NII capabilities such as ease of use; high integrity; ubiquity;
guaranteed grades of service; privacy safeguards; mechanisms for detecting
and preventing fraud and abuse; usage and measures suitable for billing;
application addressability; or the linkages into voice, video, or financial
services required for many commercial applications. The NII will not
necessarily replace the Internet, but rather will build upon its best aspects as
well as upon public and private sector computer, communications and
information product and service alternatives.

3.0 NII Principles and Goals

The NII we envision must satisfy demands for new end-user services that
greatly exceed the capabilities of today's information infrastructure. This
increased demand will be stimulated by the product innovations made possible
by the new, cheaper, and much more capable information processing
technology of the near future; it will result in as yet unknown requirements for
increased network bandwidth to accommodate information access.
Despite these many unknowns, we have identified six guiding principles to
determine the overall shape and form of the NII:
●
●
●
●
●
●

The NII must serve all Americans.
The NII must promote the principles of free enterprise.
The NII must protect the rights of users and stakeholders.
The NII must promote interoperability and open standards.
The NII must provide high-quality, high-capability services.
The NII must provide an information marketplace.

For each guiding principle, we have identified specific goals for the NII; these
are listed below. The degree to which individual NII applications, enabling
services, or products will achieve these goals will depend on many factors,
including application requirements, user needs and economics, technological
progress, and social conditions.

3.1 Serve All Americans
Every American must have affordable access to an essential subset of
NII capabilities. The NII will enable a new plateau of service capabilities.
While not all users will want or need all these capabilities, the NII should
support the expansion of these capabilities over time. The prices charged for
accessing services will probably vary. Certain services might, like today's 800
telephone service, be offered at little or no charge to the end user; more
specialized business applications might be priced relatively higher.
The NII must be easy to use, with intuitive and consistent interfaces. The
NII will provide a variety of capabilities supporting diverse user communities.
Its internal complexities should be hidden from most users.

3.2 Promote the Principles of Free Enterprise
The NII must be structured to promote open and fair competition among
information, technology, and service providers. Companies and ideas
should compete in an open marketplace where users are afforded maximum
choice based on value and price. This arrangement will ensure innovation and
affordable prices.
The NII must be designed to encourage entrepreneurship and private
ownership. Entrepreneurial individuals and enterprises will provide the
innovation needed to evolve the NII. This innovation will in turn provide a
stimulus to the American economy, meet societal needs, and fuel global
competitiveness as NII capabilities are used by all.

3.3 Protect the Rights of Users and Stakeholders
The intellectual property rights of the owners of NII materials
(information) must be protected, and incentives for creating new
materials maintained. The value of the NII will derive from the rich set of
information and services available to users, and their ability to access and
manage this information to meet their individual needs.
The NII must provide a means for verifying the authentic identity of
users, service providers, and information. Without such a mechanism, the
NII cannot be sufficiently trusted to fulfill its potentially significant role in U.S.
commerce. Users should be protected from intrusions such as unwanted
solicitations and information distribution. For certain types of services,
anonymous access should be supported. Users must be assured that
transactions on the NII will be free from unauthorized interception, alterations,
or use.
The NII must minimize opportunities for and permit redress of fraudulent
use or abuse of facilities and services. In particular, rules and regulations
such as those that apply to truth in advertising, unsolicited inquiries, or
accuracy of general representations of capability should be adopted. Both NII
users and service providers will have control of and be accountable for their
interactions in the NII.

3.4 Promote Interoperability and Open Standards
The NII must support a wide variety of user equipment through a limited
number of standard or widely accepted interfaces, protocols, and
objects. To the extent possible, these will be general purpose, so that the
same interface, protocol, or object can be used to access many different types
of services.
National and international standards must be used, where appropriate, to
promote interoperability, wide equipment availability, and low costs.
Where standards do not exist, they will be developed by relevant standardssetting bodies. Where existing standards are not appropriate, but widely
accepted methods are, the latter will be used.
The NII must seamlessly link multiple public and private networks. Like
the Internet, the NII will be based upon a "network of networks" interconnecting
numerous public and private networks. NII users will be best served if these
networks are linked, thereby providing them with seamless access to all other
services available.

3.5 Provide High-Quality, High-Capability Services
The NII must provide the availability and performance needed to support
a wide range of present and future applications and services. The user
should be able to select performance qualities (e.g., speed, reliability, security)
and pay accordingly.
The NII must enable applications and services that combine audio, video,
still image, and other data formats. The NII will support a full range of
information types and qualities. These should include audio from telephonequality voice to compact disc quality, motion video from slow scan through high
definition and beyond, still images from low to high resolution, and data from
simple telemetry through high-performance distributed simulations. The NII will
also be able to incorporate new technologies as they become available and
permit early prototyping of new services and capabilities in realistic settings.
The NII must provide high-dependability, high-integrity performance. It
will include sufficient integrity, resiliency, redundancy, and fault detection and
isolation capabilities to provide highly dependable operations despite
equipment failures, natural disasters, acts of sabotage, periods of unusual
emergency conditions, and very high-volume demand. Individual users may
require, and will have available to them, different levels of reliability in
accessing and using the NII.
The NII must provide for user portability and mobility. Users will be able to
change physical locations, terminal types, applications, or service providers
while retaining key attributes such as their network identity. Users will
experience no significant loss in capability beyond those imposed by the
constraints of differing network and computational environments (e.g.,
bandwidth differences between wireless and optical fiber access). In addition,
users will be able to have wireless access to the NII and continuous access
while mobile.
The NII must be scalable. It will be able to grow flexibly in capacity and
performance as needs increase and be extensible to millions of simultaneous
users. Further, the NII will not be constrained by specific assumptions of
applications or traffic but will instead provide a flexible structure that can meet,
or can evolve to meet, all needed applications.
The NII must support a wide variety of billing and payment options.
Providers will be able to collect data in order to prepare, among other types,
usage and time-of-day-sensitive bills. Users will be able to accurately estimate
in advance the charges they incur for using various services, control their
usage, pay in real time, use multiple billers and billing services, and choose
from a variety of payment options ranging from cash to credit and debit
arrangements.
The NII must evolve from current information infrastructure resources.
The envisioned NII can be brought about quickly and cost effectively by
building upon today's computing and communications infrastructure and
evolving this infrastructure as appropriate while adding new capabilities.

3.6 Provide an Information Marketplace
The NII must let users know what services, information, and capabilities
are available at any time. It will provide this information through a variety of
mechanisms; these will allow for automated reporting and updating.
The NII must provide easy entry for new providers and users. To foster a
rich array of services and tools that meet user needs, the NII will provide an
inviting environment that facilitates applications and service creation and
enables easy entry by new network and information providers and users.
The NII must promote the integration of existing applications to create
new products and services. The NII will support mechanisms that allow
providers and users to combine current NII applications and services to create
new applications.
The NII must include mechanisms to ensure orderly and effective
reprovisioning of services during transition periods. These mechanisms
will help protect users who rely on particular NII capabilities; it will also allow
transition to new versions of widely deployed services, application interfaces,
and associated technologies.
The NII must be part of the global information infrastructure. The NII will
provide users in the United States with access to information services available
in other countries; it will also provide an international market for U.S.
information products.

4.0 NII Architectural Framework: Overview

As used here, "architecture" is an abstract description of a system; numerous
actual system implementations could be built that meet that architecture's
specified principles and goals. For example, an architectural goal for a musical
instrument might be that anyone trained on it be able to play any new variant.
Thus, specifications for a keyboard instrument would include the number of
keys, their physical relationship, and the mapping of notes on the scale to the
keys. Characteristics not relevant to the architectural goals (color, size of the
enclosure, etc.) do not need to be specified.
The NII combines today's computing and communications network
architectural concepts. For example, its architectural goals include software
portability and interoperability. Software portability means that a program will
yield the same result when executed on different implementations of a
computing system. Interoperability means that the interconnection of different
implementations of a system will yield the same result as the interconnection of
identical implementations. The NII will be a vast, highly distributed network of
networks that links diverse devices.
Network architectures are typically specified in terms of interfaces and
protocols. Interfaces constitute points of connection or interaction among
system components. They often refer to places where entities may offer
services or link systems; they also may refer to the links at boundaries of
layers of various functions. Protocols specify sets of rules and formats that
determine the communication behavior between entities. Any new system
capability will have to connect via an existing or standard interface, even if
some of the properties are tailored to the specific nature of the service. It is
thus essential that the system's key interfaces and protocols be open to future
evolution and development. It is also important to specify both the underlying
services and the information objects exchanged across the infrastructure.

4.1 NII Service Users and Providers
The NII architecture must support the various and simultaneous roles of its
users. People interact with a system in different ways depending on the role
they play with respect to the system. In fact, people and organizations may
play multiple roles as consumers and producers of information and information
services; these roles can be combined in different ways. The requirements of
these various roles may be very different; the principal roles include the
following.
Users, who use and may pay for system services These are the consumers
of the services, and include both private individuals and members of a wide
variety of business, school, government, and other organizations.
Information service providers, who are commercial, governmental, or
private providers of goods and services Information services may include
access to general and specialized digital libraries, database services,
electronic mail facilities, television programs, and/or motion pictures.
Network service providers, who provide connectivity These are the
owners of the wire, cable, fiber, and switching systems; satellites; value-added
networks; and of the facilities and services that are employed to manage and
provide these. These providers include brokers and other intermediaries, as
well as originators of services who add value by packaging, building on, or
otherwise enhancing services provided by others.
Hardware and software vendors, who provide physical devices,
appliances, and software platforms These vendors provide the physical
devices, appliances, and platforms employed by service providers and users.
These include service creation and application tools.
These roles may be combined for a given individual or enterprise. Thus, users
may, for example, concurrently be information service providers.

4.2 Architecture Models
There are many ways in which an NII architecture can be presented. Two
models are particularly useful for identifying fundamental technology issues.
The NII Functional Services model provides a logical model of the relationships
between applications and the underlying services that support their
development and use. The NII Reference Architecture model identifies the
major functional elements of the infrastructure and their interfaces and
protocols.

5.0 Functional Services Model

The NII ultimately will be driven by the demands of its users and the value it
provides them. Users are primarily interested in information processing
applications, which they may own or gain access to as end-user services via
communications networks. These services will be "enabled" by other
underlying, transparent services provided by information and network service
providers. Applications and enabling services will employ various information
processing machinery, ranging from common appliance-grade devices to
specialized computers and data transport technology systems distributed
throughout the NII. Thus, the NII's structure consists of three basic
components: applications, enabling services, and physical infrastructure.
These components can be understood within the Functional Services
Framework model. This framework is not specific to any particular type of
organization, technology, or use. It is portrayed here in layers (see figure 1),
similar to models of network protocols, but is more generally intended as a way
to think about the components of a feature-rich, flexible, open, and distributed
infrastructure.
FIGURE 1. NII Functional Services Framework

The Functional Services Framework model is used to characterize the NII by
function and by certain key characteristics (described below); it does not
provide any details about these functions. For example, while the general
framework might be used to locate supporting software for handling accounting
information in an information access service, it would not give any details of
expected performance or of a particular implementation, which would be
dependent on its capability and design. The detail required for such a particular
instance would be described in a domain-specific architecture for a service or
application.

5.1 Layers
As noted earlier and in figure 1, the NII's overall structure can be viewed in
three component layers: physical infrastructure, enabling services, and
applications. Each of these layers has several characteristics or aspects
consisting of function, trust, and control.
Physical Infrastructure
Physical infrastructure contains the basic processing and communications
components of an information system. These components comprise the
computing and communications platforms or hardware (and associated lowlevel systems software) of computers, peripherals, switching systems,
telephones, and information processing devices, together with the
communications media, such as fiber, cable, and electromagnetic spectrum.
The physical connectivity and layout of the network and component systems
are described in the physical infrastructure layer. These would include
specialized devices as well as standard, general-purpose, widely available
information appliances.
Enabling Services
Enabling services provide general system-related functionality for applications
performed using the physical infrastructure. These services are those essential
for the NII to meet its goals and requirements (these are specified in section
3.0). Enabling services must create an environment in which new services and
applications can be easily introduced and integrated with existing services and
applications. This layer is thus expected to be an especially dynamic one, with
technical innovations and new services continually emerging and competing.
Enabling services are classified as generic and domain-specific.
There will be common requirements for components at all levels of the
framework. In addition, communities of like-interest users or organizations
conducting similar activities or using similar services will require domainspecific application and service features to incorporate specialized terminology
or handle particular legal or financial instruments. Such domain-specific
features would enable associated components to handle domain attributes
such as terms and conditions, reference and accounting rules, etc. For
example, fee-for-service and financial applications may have similar special
transaction and security requirements, while sensitive personal services, such
as medical care, might place stringent demands on privacy to transport
diagnostic data and patient records. The nature of specialized enabling service
offerings would reflect value to their users.
Figure 2 shows several examples of classes of enabling services. They are
described as follows.
FIGURE 2. Example Enabling Services

Distributed computing services provide the functionality that links multiple
separate nodes into one distributed system. They include network services,
invocation services, location services, security services. and system
coordination services.
Information management services organize, store, and retrieve information.
These services employ file systems, access methods, database systems,
document stores, and information semantics.
Application cooperation services enable applications to "cooperate" to
create common multiple end-user activities. Typical services include
transaction processing managers; enhanced messaging services (e.g., event
management, reliable message queues);object request brokers; and workflow
managers, agents, and encapsulation facilities.
User interface services will provide the link between the NII and its users.
These services will present information to, and acquire information from, the
user. Present-day examples include the X Window System, Microsoft
Windows, and Mosaic. In the NII's distributed processing environment, a given
user interface may employ components in various layers and at various points
in the NII, e.g., partially in the information service provider's equipment and
partially in the user's information appliance
Financial support services support all manner of commercial and personal
financial transactions.
Utility services facilitate system use or help it function. They may incorporate
spooling systems, resource accounting services, language run-time systems,
and common libraries. Specialized utility services might support specific
domains such as business and finance, education, or medicine.
Applications
Applications are information processing tools that "do something" for a user.
The underlying enabling services and physical infrastructure supply the means
by which applications deliver their functionality. Examples of applications
include conducting a financial transaction; sending, receiving, and sorting mail;
browsing for information; and interacting with other persons or computer
systems.
NII applications will be built in part from a combination of service capabilities.
To facilitate the development of applications, the NII's enabling services layer
should present well-defined application programming interfaces (APIs). Like
the user interfaces described above, a given application may, in the distributed
processing environment provided by the NII, exist in part at various points in
the NII. For example, some parts might reside in information service provider's
equipment, and some parts in user's information appliances. APIs must be
defined at all points in the NII where portions of applications can exist.

5.2 Aspects
Each of the component layers should be considered from the three related
aspects of functionality, trust, and control. For example, one component of
trust is to protect a system from unauthorized access; every system should
have the degree of such protection that is appropriate for its purposes. Thus,
the NII should be examined to ensure that adequate protection is achieved
within each of its component layers.
Functionality describes each component's responsibility to the system as a
whole. Directly or indirectly, each component must help users accomplish a
task. Functionality suggests the interfaces, usability, and localization required
for each functional component.
Trust has three major sub-elements: security, integrity, and assurance of
performance. Security describes a system's ability to ensure adequate
protection, accessibility, and integrity of information. Integrity includes such
concepts as graceful degradation of performance in the event of failure,
recovery after failure, and fault tolerance. In some environments, not meeting
required performance levels is equivalent to failure. Requirements for
performance must also consider issues such as acceptable performance and
cost.
Control includes four major subelements: manageability, serviceability,
measurement, and adaptability. Manageability involves controlling the
component or system under normal situations. Serviceability deals with being
able to recover and fix things when they break or to protect them from
breaking. Measurement includes performance statistics and descriptions of
component states, as well as accounting functions. Adaptability covers a
component's ability to evolve with a new technology in a predictable way to
meet changing demands.

6.0 NII Architecture: Reference Model

A reference architecture model describes a system in terms of the
interconnection of basic functional elements and the interfaces between them.
It clarifies where protocols must be defined and identifies groupings of
functionality. It does not imply a physical implementation. A model of a
Reference Architecture for the NII is shown in figure 3.
FIGURE 3. NII Architecture: Reference Model

6.1 Functional Elements
The NII Architecture Reference model identifies the following functional
elements.
Appliances
Information appliances are the equipment by which an end user employs the
NII. These typically have input and display capabilities for communication with
other users or service providers, processing capabilities, and interfaces to
communications networks and services. Information appliances could be
single-purpose or multipurpose devices structured as a platform for supporting
various applications. Current examples include computers, cameras, pagers,
scanners, keyboards, telephones, televisions and set-top boxes, fax machines,
and remote sensors.
Networks
Networks typically consist of transmission facilities, routers, switches,
multiplexers, protocol conversion equipment, interworking units, and
directories. Examples of communications networks are broadcast radio and
television, cable television distribution systems, public telecommunications
networks, wireless data networks, value-added networks, and private
corporate networks. These networks are intermediate systems employed by
users and application and service providers.
Resources
Information resources i.e., the content, are the "guts" and the goal of the NII.
Examples are electronic bulletin boards, airline reservation systems, electronic
mail systems, on-line financial transaction systems, digital libraries of film and
literature, archives of entertainment material, national and local directory and
listing information (e.g., white and yellow page phone books), and electronic
transaction frameworks for business and industry databases. Information
resources are provided by organizations and individuals who wish to provide
services on the NII.
Control points
Network service control points contain the means for managing networked
elements of all kinds, including the physical infrastructure, services, and
applications that use them. Network or service providers (or others) could
choose to offer these control points, thereby providing a highly distributed set
of mechanisms to manage the underlying capabilities of an open
communications network and the use of other NII enabling services. These
management mechanisms will provide advanced capabilities such as custom
addressing or routing, updating links to mobile or relocated destinations or
resources, and the integration and management of diverse applications and
services.

6.2 Interfaces and Protocols
Interfaces between the elements of the NII's component layers must be welldefined so that information can efficiently move across and make use of
capabilities located in each layer. There should be open specifications at least
for some critical set of interfaces and protocols to facilitate competition and
entry and promote interoperability. Thus, the boundaries between the layers
must be permeable in this high-level conceptual rendering. For example, enduser applications (which may be marketed as a service to customers) can be
built from combinations of enabling services, and may employ specific physical
devices. Similarly, specialized applications may evolve, by broad adoption, into
enabling services. Moreover, where the function of interfaces can be provided
effectively in an integrated way by equipment operated by a given service
provider or user, the methods and interfaces it employs do not need to be open
or standardized.
The following interfaces and protocols will exist in the NII in multiple instances
and open, well-defined specifications should be developed for them.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Information appliance to communications network
Information resource to communications network
Communications network to communications network
Information resource to information appliance
Information appliance to information appliance
Information resource to information resource
Network service control point to communications network interface

It may be possible for information appliances and information resources to use
the same interface to communications networks. This could allow individual
users to take on the role of information providers. However, a relatively simpler
communications-network-to-information-processing-device interface may be
more cost effective.
A well-defined application-to-platform interface in information appliances could
facilitate the development of applications that partly exist in an information
resource and partly in an information appliance. Application programming
interfaces are examples of such interfaces.
While the Reference Architecture defines points at which interfaces and
protocols will be defined, this is not to imply that they will be uniquely defined
at each point. To meet the varying needs of different users, service providers,
applications, and domains, a large and evolving set of interfaces and protocols
will need to be created. To achieve a true National Information Infrastructure,
interoperability and compatibility must be preserved. In addition to these
interfaces and protocols, it will be important to define objects (documents,
contracts, tokens, etc.) that are exchanged within the NII and the
interexchange formats in which these objects are coded for exchange. Other
objectives that should drive the specification of NII interfaces, protocols, and
objects include the following:
●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

Interfaces, protocols, and objects in the NII should be extensible
whenever possible; this will allow for backward compatibility as new
functionality is added. One method for attaining extensibility is to make
extensions to interfaces self-describing.
Interfaces and protocols should provide a well-defined set of
management functions.
NII protocols should support a well-defined means of identifying the
prices charged for commercial services. In this way, software agents,
for example, could search for the best price for a given service.
Protocols should provide for standard ways to find, access, retrieve, and
store information in the NII.
NII protocols must support portability and mobility of users and
applications.
Interfaces to communications networks should support a wide class of
information processing devices with differing requirements in terms of
bandwidth, delay, and reliability. These interfaces may support service
negotiation characteristics including protocol conversion within the
communication connection. For example, an information processing
device could request data compression services of a communications
network to allow the user to access multimedia information more
efficiently.
At its lowest layers, NII protocols must provide a transparent and
efficient means of transferring information. More complex, feature-rich
protocol capabilities should only be evoked where needed and desired.
The NII should provide a high degree of protocol transparency so both
old protocol suites and new emerging ones can be accommodated.

7.0 Scenarios

This section presents two scenarios describing realistic applications that may
become available with the envisioned NII. They illustrate some of the
substantive benefits the NII can bring to society, and are accompanied by
descriptions of the role of new NII technology and its organization according to
the proposed architectural framework.

7.1 Scenario I: A Health Care Example
"Thank you very much, Dr. Robinson, I appreciate your call," said Frank,
placing his wireless videophone into its charging stand in the kitchen. Gazing
out the window and sighing deeply, Frank tried to digest the news that he had
cancer. A fit and trim 62-year-old, Frank had planned for an active retirement.
Yesterday's physical exam was supposed to be routine, but Dr. Robinson had
spotted something suspicious. Additional test data bore out these suspicions.
Frank remembered an advertisement he'd encountered when browsing his
news service. It described a commercial service, MedAssist, which integrated
a wide variety of information for people seeking to participate in their health
care. Using the desktop communicator in his home office, Frank opened a
secure link to MedAssist.
First, Frank sought basic information about his condition. He described verbally
what he knew to queries made by the automated MedAssist intake manager.
His responses quickly led him to be linked to a human diagnostic reference
specialist, and they discussed what sort of reference materials might be most
useful to him. Together, they selected several reports and informative
multimedia presentations. MedAssist quickly gathered these for Frank from its
network of professional and popular sources.
After working his way through the materials, Frank understood the general
nature of his illness somewhat better. He then browsed several anatomical
simulations and presentations about treatments from a local university's
medical library. High-resolution images, treatment simulations, and the
accompanying audio "footnotes" created a customized one- time
"performance" of this material.
Dr. Robinson had advised Frank to get a second opinion. He followed up on
this by opening a communications window on his screen, conferring with both

his insurance provider and Dr. Robinson's office, and making an appointment
using his electronic scheduling agent with a specialist he had identified through
MedAssist. Frank then sent permission for Dr. Robinson to release the relevant
medical records to this specialist.
His new doctor examined the records with colleagues located at her group's
satellite offices and with Dr. Robinson. They all agreed that Frank's disease
suggested treatment along several paths. The specialist placed a visual call to
Frank to introduce herself and lay out possible treatment options so Frank
would be well-prepared for his examination.
Frank linked to MedAssist again to learn more about the treatment plans and
outcomes based on other men of his age and physical condition. He was
referred to an on-line service of a state health agency, which offered both
statistical information and analytical assistance through MedAssist. Through an
easy-to-use automated query manager within the database, Frank learned
about medical outcomes and patient levels of satisfaction for various treatment
paths. He asked some questions, responded to other questions, and was
guided to look at his illness in some interesting ways. He began to feel more
comfortable with the likely options for treatment and the prognosis his doctors
had indicated.
Like most Americans, Frank would own a number of information appliances.
Wireless videophone and desktop visual communicators would be distributed
throughout his home in the same way as today's televisions and telephones.
These appliances would be interconnected in his home and with the NII. They
would interact throughout the NII via appliance-to-network interfaces.
The NII would be made up of various communications media including fiberoptic and coaxial cables, twisted pair wires, and wireless technologies, some of
which would terminate at Frank's home. Because of the NII's enabling
services, with its distributed computing services functions, individual
applications running on the various information appliances in Frank's home
and in various places on the NII would all appear as a single seamless
application occurring on a homogeneous network.
Frank's news application, for instance, would be a common NII information
resource, physically connected to the NII's communications network through
the resource-to-network interface. The news application would employ several
underlying enabling services. Application cooperation services would allow
intelligent agents operated by the information resource provider to assemble
Frank's custom collection on a minute-by-minute basis from sources
contracted by the provider. These agents would work cooperatively with
software at various information resource providers to seek out, organize, and
process information, just as Frank would specify with his provider.
MedAssist services and medical database services would be provided as
information resources by myriad entities. Like Frank's personalized electronic
news service, MedAssist would use many of the NII's enabling services to
allow its agents to autonomously locate and interact with other resources
having information relevant to Frank's condition, to access the information from
these distributed files, and to assemble it into an interactive form for Frank's
perusal.
Frank would be able to authorize the release and distribution of confidential
medical records because of the trust built into each of the NII's functions.
Mechanisms among the NII's enabling services would work with Frank's
equipment to verify his identity to the network and to each of the applications
providers he accessed. These services would also ensure the integrity and
privacy of access to data being transferred to and from Frank and between his
consulting doctors.
The very high-performance data pathways provided by the NII's physical
infrastructure would allow all of the intense computing, transmission, and
display capabilities inherent in video telephony; group videoconferencing;
image transmission; instantaneous data collection, processing, and display;
and all of the underlying accounting and financial transactions that Frank
activated. Working seamlessly with a variety of applications, applicationspecific and generic enabling services, technologies, resources, and
establishments, the NII would provide Frank with what he wanted, when he
wanted it, at a price he could afford.
All this would be practical because of deeply embedded accounting and
financial transaction services used by the service providers but invisible to
Frank. These services would track the costs of the raw information and of its
transportation, processing, and delivery. These usage-based indications would
be, in turn, derived from information made available by the NII's billing
monitors, a utility service functioning in the enabling services layer. All of this
electronic activity, dealing with numerous kinds of information in a variety of
formats from a variety of sources, would be facilitated by the NII's information
management services functions (also in the enabling services layer of the NII
model).

7.2 Scenario II: An Education Example
Tom Brown, an education technology manager in a rural public school district,
has developed a computer application for reading instruction. It integrates
several instruction techniques into a powerful, easy-to-use teaching and
learning environment. It combines drills, document creation, games, and other
multimedia learning experiences with real-time monitoring of class and
individual progress, and video-interactive sessions with both whole classes
and individuals. It has been so useful locally that its reputation has spread, and
Tom has received numerous inquiries about making it available to other school
systems
Tom investigates what is necessary to make his application public. He checks
his software against suggested standard specifications published by an
educational software clearinghouse supported jointly by an industry
partnership for education and a national teachers association. The application
programming interface tools Tom used in developing his software are "NIIcompliant." With their extensible interfaces, it is easy to modify his application
for use on a broad variety of popular teaching and learning appliances
Tom knows that there is much more to using his system successfully than
"plugging it in and playing." He ponders starting his own business, but he really
prefers teaching. Tom has used plenty of free advice and shareware, and has
benefited from professional interaction on the NII. He decides to explore
licensing arrangements with commercial providers of teaching software, and to
license the present version as shareware to other school systems. He decides
to provide on-line user assistance and consulting, at least for a while, to get a
sense of what to do next from new users.
Through the educational software clearinghouse, Tom learns about many
options. He forwards this information to his district's development officer, who
agrees to pin down the needed arrangements and explore grant opportunities
to help Tom free up some time.
Meanwhile, Tom investigates connectivity issues. Broadband service to
schools and municipal buildings was part of his town's contract with network
service providers, so Tom decides to place his software initially on a district
server, and to do his consulting using the collaboration capabilities of his
workstation. He figures that if his software is a hit, he'll be able to get support
from somewhere.
To make others aware of his application and service, Tom registers it with
several location/advertising services. There are many of these services, each
offering a variety of classified advertising or reference listings. Some provide
automated active searching for potentially interested customers and optional
marketing services. Several offer no-cost listings for noncommercial
educational software. Some service providers register with multiple advertising
services. Users find new services by either browsing the advertisers
themselves, contacting an information provider for a search, or launching an
automated "knowledge-gathering agent" into the NII which collects and reports
on information about services. Tom picks one that also permits him to register
with his educational association.
Before long, Tom goes public. In short order, new users download his software
and try it out. Consulting activity picks up quickly, and Tom organizes live
tutorials and assistance sessions for many groups and for individual teachers.
He demonstrates features, answers questions, facilitates group discussion
about individual experiences, and handles real-time interactions with teachers
as they use the reading/learning application.
A connectionless datagram class of service is invoked when Tom is "on the
air." Its ability to deal with the latency, bandwidth, and grade of service
variability fits the nature of Tom's application and variable local facilities, and
economic conditions of users. Sometimes there is insufficient bandwidth to
remote sites for participants in real-time videoconferences to see all of the
tutorial content. The NII-compliant APIs Tom used for this part of his activity
provide a bandwidth-independent interface, and these sessions "degrade
gracefully." Some teachers encounter reduced video frame rates, but receive
full audio; others get only the audio portion of teacher-student interactions. At
times some hear everything, but must select what they wish to view a piece at
a time from among the options represented on their local appliances.
Tom's user base grows as word gets around the teaching community. Users
employ a variety of mechanisms to access the NII, from modems to cable TV
to broadband telephone; several school systems use a satellite. Users also
employ a wide variety of information appliances, including computers,
televisions, and the integrated classroom facilities that have replaced
traditional blackboards in some places. Tom has begun to receive serious
inquiries about commercial licenses, and he is considering hiring an assistant
to continue the tutorials so that he can move forward with a new idea for a
distributed biosciences laboratory application.
NII-based services and NII-compliant software tools could let Tom create an
application, make it widely available, and provide support to users all without
knowing the details about potential users' information appliances or about the
many networks that link them in their local and extended environments.
Computer system and other information appliance vendors would use NIIcompliant interfaces in their products. Network service providers would
collaborate on key NII access specifications, enabling diverse users from all
locations, to be connected and have essential information transported to and
among them. Public and private, commercial and noncommercial, information
brokers would give Tom access to information he would need to launch and
advertise his service, and to allow users to find him. His school district a prime
beneficiary of the NII would have the technical, administrative, and
management capacity to aid and encourage him. Communities with school
systems around the nation will have made their own investments in the
necessary complementary capabilities. All these components would come
together to enable this kind of innovation.

8.0 NII Evolution

As noted by the Computer Systems Policy Project in its January 1993
document, Perspectives on the NII, the move from today's information
infrastructure to the envisioned NII will be achieved through the evolution of
four fundamental building blocks:
●
●
●
●

Computing and information appliances
Communications networks
Information and computing resources
Human resource capabilities

8.1 Evolution of Computing and Information Appliances
Computing and information appliances will become vastly more powerful,
affordable, and plentiful. They will make applications based on multimedia
conferences and data visualization economically feasible, will provide easy
access to remote powerful computing resources, and will enable collaborative
activity of all kinds. These capabilities already exist today, but will be greatly
improved and more widely used due to advances in display capabilities,
increased interoperability, and much easier integration.
These advances will be complemented by others in the human interface, with
increasingly "natural" modes such as speech input, that will greatly improve
ease of use. Given the rate of progress in all of the underlying hardware and
software technologies, it is not possible today to guess the shape and use of
future information appliances, any more than it would have been possible a
decade ago to guess the form or function of today's "notebook" portable
computers or personal digital assistants.

8.2 Evolution of Communications Networks
Access to networked resources will become more flexible as transport media
are linked, and as fundamental data carrying and interchange standards
emerge for various applications. Technologies such as asynchronous transfer
mode (ATM) switching will allow communication across the nation and around
the world at speeds exceeding many gigabits per second. Optical-fiber-based
SONET transmission networks already are providing data rates of 2.5 Gb/s.
Maturing optical technologies such as wave division multiplexing and optical
amplifiers will provide even higher capacities with greater economy. Cable TV
systems, now being upgraded with fiber and digital set-top boxes, will also
provide multimedia communication. Spurred by new frequency allocations,
wireless personal communications services networks will emerge, providing a
wide range of mobile voice and data services. Speed and flexibility will provide
the foundation for information flows of a scale and degree of complexity that
are virtually unimaginable.

8.3 Evolution of Information and Computing Resources
Database technology and navigation techniques will evolve to enable users to
locate information resources quickly and efficiently. Security capabilities of the
infrastructure will be enhanced with mechanisms to protect the rights of both
users and suppliers of information. User interfaces to the infrastructure will
improve to allow easier and more natural interaction throughout the NII, and
integrated accounting, coordination, management, and billing mechanisms will
create the environment for both commercial and other activity, such as
government services, which require formal accountability and oversight.

8.4 Evolution of Human Resource Capabilities
People are perhaps the most important ingredient for continued progress. It is
critical to sustain a flow of new skills, well-trained personnel, and the new ideas
that derive from these. Education at all levels, specialized training in higher
education and industrial settings, and public education in less formal settings
are essential. The NII's inherent flexibility and ubiquity, and its fundamental
role in society and the economy, define the task. The national investment must
cover a broad base of skills, ranging over the sciences and engineering from
which come the technologies to the arts which generate ideas about
applications and the social and economic arrangements that sustain them.

8.5 Evolution of the NII Architecture
An NII architecture must be capable of complex and unpredictable change. It
must adapt to the introduction of new technologies and to new needs and
requirements generated over long periods of time by the producers and
consumers that rely on it. Many factors will be essential to the NII's successful
development and future evolution. Fundamental elements, interfaces,
protocols, objects, and facilities must be identified and then managed
throughout their operational life. Procedures for maintaining as well as for
phasing the introduction and withdrawal of critical elements must be
developed.
It will not be acceptable for organizations to rely on NII elements only to find
them unavailable in any form. Procedures need to be developed for phasing
transitions from one set of elements to another. Backward compatibility should
be maintained in orderly transitions. Embedded systems must not be rendered
unusable when changes occur. Not everyone can be expected to make
changes instantaneously. Therefore, all NII elements must be carefully and
thoroughly documented, including rationale, technical designs, implementation
details, user interfaces and capabilities, etc.
As a framework consisting of standardized interfaces and protocols, an NII
architecture will provide the foundations, hooks, and handles for others to build
upon. Thus, no single individual or organization is likely to be the NII architect.
Rather, many varied individuals and organizations will contribute to and guide
its evolution. Many of these will be driven by the content that flows throughout
the infrastructure in their roles as information services, facilities, and
equipment providers. They, and many more individuals and organizations, will
constitute the users and customers of the NII. The NII will thus be shaped by
the evolution of the commercial, noncommercial, public, and private
applications that will depend on it.
To achieve coherent and consistent performance in the NII and to allow for a
logical evolutionary progression, an enduring public process is required that
allows for the best ideas about the infrastructure's current and future
performance to be collected, analyzed, reformulated, and used as a basis for
continual upgrading and improvement. This effort cannot be the province of
any single interest group. A potential mechanism for effectively addressing this
need could be the formation of a representative body drawn from developers,
users, service providers, and policy makers from all sectors.
Such a body must work under a sufficiently broad substantive and legal charter
to enable forthright deliberation and the maintenance of consensus on
fundamentals. Its charter must include enduring coordination of interests rather
than responsibility for implementing programs or undertaking of operational
activities. The group can succeed only if it is endowed with a sufficiently
independent resource base, which is guaranteed for a sufficient period. Then,
the group can truly be above the short-term issues that plague present
attempts at collaboration within and across industry and government, and can
be adequately staffed to achieve its mission.

9.0 Next Steps

Having achieved broad consensus on this framework for an NII architecture,
XIWT will focus upon the following issues in order to refine and extend it:
Interoperability What minimum set of agreed-upon interfaces, protocols, and
objects must exist to enable the NII? Which of these already exist? What
forums and mechanisms can be used to obtain agreements on the remaining
set?
Services specification What are the critical services in each of the layers of
the NII Functional Services Framework model?
Scenarios What scenarios, and detailed technical descriptions of how the
elements of the NII work to enable them, would be useful to better define and
explain the NII?
Pilot projects What pilot projects would help verify the proposed NII
architecture, identify further issues in NII definition, and focus industry efforts
on NII development?
Migration What are the roadmaps for evolving from the current computing and
communications infrastructure to the envisioned NII?
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